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Prospects & Overviews

Evolutionary systems biology:
What it is and why it matters

Orkun S. Soyer1) and Maureen A. O’Malley2)

Evolutionary systems biology (ESB) is a rapidly growing

integrative approach that has the core aim of generating

mechanistic and evolutionary understanding of geno-

type-phenotype relationships at multiple levels. ESB’s

more specific objectives include extending knowledge

gained from model organisms to non-model organisms,

predicting the effects of mutations, and defining the core

network structures and dynamics that have evolved to

cause particular intracellular and intercellular responses.

By combining mathematical, molecular, and cellular

approaches to evolution, ESB adds new insights and

methods to the modern evolutionary synthesis, and offers

ways in which to enhance its explanatory and predictive

capacities. This combination of prediction and explana-

tion marks ESB out as a research manifesto that goes

further than its two contributing fields. Here, we sum-

marize ESB via an analysis of characteristic research

examples and exploratory questions, while also making

a case for why these integrative efforts are worth

pursuing.

Keywords:.evolution; genotype-phenotype mapping; integration;

molecular networks; system dynamics

The emergence of ESB

At its most basic, evolutionary systems biology (ESB) is the
synthesis of system-level approaches to biological function
with evolutionary explanations of multilevel properties.
“System” in this context refers to dynamically interacting
components that produce behavior not revealed by analyses
of isolated components. Cellular interactions of signaling,
regulatory, and metabolic components are all considered as
systems or networks that can display structural intricacies and
nonlinear dynamics. ESB recognizes that the system-level
properties of cellular networks are subject to evolutionary
change, and that evolved network properties will variously
influence the future evolutionary course of the organism. It is
this interdependency between evolutionary processes and
system properties that ESB aims to understand.

One of the earliest articles to describe ESB was published
in 2005 [1]. While this overview and subsequent elaborations
(e.g. [2]) were milestones in the development of ESB as a
research programme, their scope was restricted to compara-
tive analyses. Since 2005 ESB has flourished, to the extent that
comparative methods currently constitute only one facet of its
diverse research strategies (in fact, many discussions of ESB
prefer to exclude this comparative work in favor of more
dynamic accounts; we make a case for including it below).
ESB also goes beyond existing efforts to merge molecular
and evolutionary biology (e.g. [3]). Those projects aim to
understand evolutionary processes in the narrower context of
individual genes and structure of their protein products,
whereas ESB is committed to studying phenotypes as the
results of evolving intracellular interaction networks (Fig. 1).
At present, only a few ESB researchers refer self-consciously to
their work with the label “evolutionary systems biology”
(see [4]). However, this situation is changing as increasing
numbers of evolutionarily minded, systems-focused research-
ers forge connections between a range of research questions
(e.g. [5, 6]).

In contrast to some views of ESB, which suggest it is
defined by a specific research agenda [1, 2, 7], we see the
distinguishing capacity of ESB as its ability to integrate
theoretical tools, experimental methods, and extensive data-
sets within an evolutionary framework. This integration is
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occurring in a highly pragmatic manner, and is driven by
the core ambition of ESB practitioners to develop closer
insight into evolving genotype-phenotype mappings
across different biological scales (Fig. 1). Researchers with
this goal seize upon tools and datasets as they become
available (e.g. dynamical models, gene-knockout studies,
flux balance analyses, in silico evolution, reverse engineer-
ing, comparative omics data; Fig. 2) to address questions as
old as biology or to reformulate new ones in light of system-
level insight.

Some readers may find this description of ESB too
methodologically inclusive. It could be argued that to be a
viable research approach, ESB should be more restricted in
what it does and does not do. But methodological flexibility

and a wide investigative agenda are what characterize many
new movements in biology (e.g. systems biology itself);
historically, molecular biology was not the product of a
precisely organized research agenda [8]. It seems unlikely
to us that biological research programmes come about as
the planned products of rational intellectual design and
social engineering. Instead, they emerge from communities
of researchers as piecemeal responses to the needs and
constraints experienced in existing fields of research. ESB is
such a product. It may indeed resist any tight definitions,
but as we will show, it has a synthesizing mission that
distinguishes it from its contributing fields.

While systems biology may have initially overlooked
evolution because modeling network dynamics is already
demanding enough, there are also explicit arguments against
taking an evolutionary approach to systems biology. One of
these is that to understand the organization of systems, an
evolutionary perspective is irrelevant. While specific organi-
zational features may have evolved to cope with environmen-
tal perturbations, it is getting a grip on “how” these are
implemented at the molecular level rather than “why” that
is considered the important task (e.g. [9]). We will address
this objection below by showing that organizational proper-
ties have dimensions appropriately and necessarily addressed
by ESB. Another argument for leaving evolutionary inquiries
out of systems biology might be that population genetic
approaches are sufficient to understand mutations and
their effects. Again, we will show how the combination of

Figure 1. Systems under evolutionary forces. At the core of ESB
lies the aim of achieving a deep mechanistic understanding of
genotype-phenotype mappings in biological systems. While these
mappings can be drawn at different levels in different combinations
of ESB, a major area of interest is currently intracellular systems.
These systems give rise to cellular physiology, which – in the case
of unicellular organisms – directly determines species’ interactions
with their environment and other organisms. These higher-level
interactions are responsible for the fitness of organisms. Evolutionary
processes (i.e. neutral drift and adaptation) move populations of
these organisms on this dynamic fitness landscape by altering the
properties of their intracellular systems. Credit: Arno Steinacher
created this figure.
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evolutionary and systems biological analyses reveals further
dimensions of mutational processes and leads to better
understanding of their evolutionary outcomes.

ESB research questions

Despite the diversity of methods used in ESB, there is a
broadly unifying motivation that drives the approach. The
most general reason for why systems biology requires an
evolutionary framework, and why evolutionary biology
should concern itself with systems analyses, is as we have
suggested above: each will be a more complete science with
the other perspective taken into account. ESB integrates
“how” and “why” questions about biological systems,
and thus appeals to network biologists who want to
understand not just how a system functions but why it
functions in a particular way. This combination of predictive

and explanatory capacities is a distinct feature of ESB and
we will elaborate on it below. But more specifically, ESB has
a number of focused research objectives that set the agenda
for different aspects of its practice, and it is these objectives
that determine methodological combinations. We will outline
a range of these questions in relation to how they can be
answered.

Generalizations of network properties beyond
model species

Usually, any systems-biological understanding of network
dynamics and structure is gained via modeling and experi-
mentation with regard to a particular model system. For
example, network modeling and experiments have shown
that signaling networks enabling chemotaxis in Escherichia
coli and osmoregulation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae display
transient (i.e. adaptive) dynamics [10, 11]. While these and
similar studies show how a particular physiological response
is enabled by specific system dynamics and structure, they
cannot easily be generalized to other organisms. A whole raft
of questions remains unanswered: Are the observed system
dynamics necessary for the physiological response? What are
alternative molecular structures that have the same system
dynamics? Could these alternatives be realized under different
ecological and evolutionary pressures? Answering these
questions requires going beyond organism-specific systems
biology with the help of evolutionary analyses. The evolu-
tionary methods that are used to answer such questions
include experimental and mathematical comparison of
network architecture and dynamics in different species
(e.g. [12–14]), comparative genomic analyses at the network

Figure 2. A representation of methodological inputs into ESB. There
is great variety in the methods and perspectives that can and do
contribute to ESB, and this figure is merely indicative rather than an
exhaustive list of contributions. The examples outlined in the text
depict various combinations of these methodological inputs, al-
though no single ESB study is likely to combine all of them. It is
important to note that the interaction between ESB and these
methodological contributions is two-way, with new insights and
innovations achieved by ESB having feedback effects on the
contributing tools and methods. ESB itself is conceptualized as an
open interdisciplinary space produced by the integration of these
various approaches with evolutionary frameworks. Four ESB poten-
tials are highlighted in that space: mechanistic, predictive, integrative
and multilevel capacities. Credit: Arno Steinacher created this figure.
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level (e.g. [15, 16]), in silico evolution of network models
(e.g. [17, 18]), and statistical inference and network recon-
struction methods (e.g. [19]).

Determining the evolutionary forces behind
network-level patterns

Numerous studies have demonstrated global or recurring
features in cellular networks (e.g. [20]). These organizational
characteristics exist at different levels of the biological
hierarchy and include specific connectivity distributions,
the presence of modules and motifs, and biochemical features
(e.g. cooperative binding, noise, and multifunctional
enzymes). Understanding the significance of these features
requires an account of the evolutionary forces that shaped
the networks in which these patterns were found. In
particular, the observed features can be adaptive (e.g. the
result of specific selective pressures such as stabilizing or
fluctuating selection [21]) or neutral (e.g. resulting from
genetic drift [22]), or could have emerged due to a mix
of these two forces (i.e. neutral mutations that become
adaptive in new circumstances) [23]. Methods include in
silico evolution of simple network models under adaptive
and neutral forces, comparison of network features from
different species (e.g. with different population sizes
giving different roles to genetic drift, or different selection
pressures producing different network features), and popu-
lation genetics.

Comprehensive understanding of mutational
effects

Another theme in systems biology is predicting the effects of
mutations on particular functions of cellular networks (e.g.
large-scale mutation or deletion studies such as those
undertaken in S. cerevisiae [24]). Evolutionary biology, on
the other hand, aims to discern the role of mutational effects
in any evolutionary process. In general, systems biology
addresses this research theme within the model-experiment
cycle, while evolutionary biology addresses it by creating
simplified models and evaluating their ability to capture
experimental observations [25]. ESB bridges these two
methodologies to produce a more comprehensive understand-
ing of mutational effects. For example, sensitivity analysis
over different network models has been used to gain insight
into the distribution of mutational effects on a specific
property of system dynamics, such as the phase of oscillation
in a circadian clock model [7, 26]. In the case of metabolism,
mathematical models of optimal metabolite flows inmetabolic
networks under a steady state assumption (metabolic flux-
balance analysis (FBA [27]), have been used to predict
phenotypes produced by single-enzyme deletions [6]. Experi-
mental evolution can be combined with next-generation
sequencing to characterize both the mutations and their
fitness effects (e.g. antibiotic resistance [28]). A valuable
methodological development in ESB would be establishing a
cycle between evolutionary experimentation and system-level
modeling.

Extending systems biology to co-evolved
intercellular interactions

Contemporary molecular systems biology has until recently
focused on intracellular networks. Examining intercellular
network interactions in homogenous cultures of microorgan-
isms (and between cells of multicellular organisms) has been
carried out in the context of metabolism (via exchanged
metabolites), quorum sensing, and the production of “public
goods” such as scavenging enzymes or co-factors. In host-
parasite interactions, heterogeneous cellular interactions can
occur via parasite-encoded genes that function in the
networks of the host. Systems-biological study of these
cellular interactions does not necessarily require an evolu-
tionary framework (e.g. applications of FBA to interactions
between two species [29, 30]). However, cellular interactions
have historically been studied to great effect in an evolution-
ary context, particularly with regard to the co-evolutionary
dynamics and evolution of social behavior in microbes [31].
ESB is strategically well placed to combine network
approaches with these broader evolutionary perspectives.

To sum up, the research questions driving ESB combine
those asked separately in evolutionary biology and systems
biology. In addressing these questions, ESB integrates the
tools and approaches of evolutionary biology and systems
biology to achieve results that are more than additive: systems
biology gains a more multilevel, explanatory perspective with
the incorporation of evolutionary timescales, while evolu-
tionary biology is made more quantitative, predictive, and
able to combine mathematical abstractions with mechanistic
detail. ESB research can therefore deliver insights not possible
from evolutionary or systems biology approaches applied in
isolation. We will show more specifically how this works with
two apt illustrations of ESB’s constructive dynamic.

ESB exemplified: Robustness, epistasis,
and pleiotropy

While there are large numbers of ESB studies to choose from
(e.g. [5]), we will use as exemplars two areas of research that
not only illuminate ESB-in-action, but also deal with some of
the resistance to ESB we mentioned above. Robustness refers
to a system’s ability to maintain its output in the face of
perturbations. It has been demonstrated for several pheno-
types via gene knockout studies [24] and metabolic flux
measurements [32]. These elegant systems-biological studies
were descriptive, however, and could not explain the
evolutionary significance of robustness; nor could they make
predictions about which evolved systems should be expected
to display this property [33]. While several theoretical studies
have attempted to address these questions (e.g. [34, 35]), more
complete insights have come from recent ESB work that
amalgamates population genetics, network-level dynamical
models, genomic analyses, flux-balance models, and in silico
evolution.

These studies point to plausible selective pressures that
would generate robustness against gene deletion in gene-
regulatory and metabolic networks [36–39]. Selection for
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stable gene-expression patterns under recombination results
in the evolution of robustness as a product of network
connectivity [40] and the emergence of epistatic interactions
among nodes [36, 37]. In the case of metabolic networks,
selection for biomass production from variable resources
(i.e. fluctuating selection) leads to the evolution of robust
networks with overlapping metabolic routes and multifunc-
tional enzymes [38]. These mechanistic determinants of
robustness fit closely the findings of flux-redistribution
experiments [32]. Additional ESB studies combining genomic
data and FBA add support to claims that robustness depends
on environmental conditions [39, 41].

These novel insights into the mechanistic determinants
and evolutionary drivers of network-level robustness came
about by synthesizing the methods of systems and evolution-
ary biology. Mechanistic findings complement systems-
biology studies that aim to decipher the overall structure,
dynamics, and function of metabolic networks (e.g. [32]). The
improved understanding of the evolutionary forces involved
has generated valuable predictions, including the hypotheses
that gene-regulatory networks harbor genes able to buffer the
effects of mutations [36], and that metabolic robustness in
microbes parallels the evolutionary and ecological exposure
of those organisms to fluctuating environments [38, 39, 41].

Epistasis (multiple genes or mutations producing pheno-
typic effects that deviate from a simple additive model) and
pleiotropy (in which one gene or mutation affects multiple
phenotypic traits) are crucial aspects of genotype-phenotype
relationships [42, 43]. In ESB, the systematic application of
FBA to genome-scale metabolic models of yeast reveals that
epistasis commonly takes place between functional modules
of genes [44]. This finding shifts the focus from interactions
occurring between individual genes to those occurring
betweenmodules. Subsequent expansion of the same analysis
to many metabolic environments and multiple phenotypes
shows that gene pairs in yeast can interact “incoherently”
relative to different phenotypes (i.e. negatively in relation to
some phenotypes and positively in relation to others) [45].
These discoveries would have been invisible to any perspec-
tive based solely on individual interactions or simple models.
Similarly, studies of system-level models of developmental
regulatory networks indicate that both the overall function of
a gene-regulatory network [46] and its gene-regulatory
patterns [47] can give rise to specific signatures of statistical
epistasis. The latter finding is potentially of high methodo-
logical importance to evolutionary biology because it shows
that combining models of nonlinear network dynamics with
commonly used genetic methods, such as quantitative trait
loci mapping, can greatly improve the performance of each
approach [47, 48].

Network-level research into epistasis often inevitably
leads to insight into pleiotropic effects and interactions [49,
50]. Investigations of genome-wide pleiotropic effects in yeast,
nematodes, andmice indicate that pleiotropy, while occurring
at a low rate, is highly modular and has an important
evolutionary role in the generation of adaptive complexity
in organisms [51] (however, see [52]). Studies focused on
single adaptive mutations with whole-network effects thus
offer general insight into pleiotropy as a mechanism of
evolution [53]. Ongoing ESB research seeks to clarify how

epistasis and pleiotropy enable or obstruct evolutionary
change at the network level, and whether these processes are
simply inevitable byproducts of network connectivity [45, 43].

From old to new questions in ESB

ESB is able to elaborate on existing answers to old
evolutionary questions as well as devise new system-level
evolutionary questions. An example of the former, in which
existing questions are addressed by new ESB approaches, is
found in the fields of comparative genomics and evo-devo.
An ESB extension of classic comparative genomics focuses
on complete systems of interacting genes to decipher the
variance in the structure of these networks (i.e. what interacts
with what) and the evolutionary history of those interac-
tions [54, 16]. These comparisons also take into account the
evolutionary dynamics of both genomic and cellular network
architecture [55–57].

The field of evo-devo has profited considerably from
contemporary capacities for comparative network analysis,
especially in regard to understanding the relationships
between developmental processes and the evolution of
transcriptional regulatory networks (notably cis-regulatory
networks) [58–60]. The integration of new datasets now
enables the incorporation of additional levels of regulation in
the study of evolving developmental processes. In particular,
it is becoming increasingly feasible to examine the roles of
post-transcriptional and post-translational regulation in
development [61]. Emerging ESB studies are already trying
to study these processes and their connections [62, 63].

But perhaps a more thoroughgoing integration is happen-
ing in regard to the combination of comparative approaches
with theoretical tools such as dynamical modeling, mathe-
matical inference, and in silico evolution [64]. This amalgam-
ation has already allowed the prediction of underlying
regulatory networks from the analysis of phenotypic (i.e.
gene expression) data in the model organism Drosophila [12].
Some evo-devo proponents have argued that modeling these
networks dynamically merely confirms the results of existing
qualitative experimental approaches but adds no additional
insight (e.g. [65]). However, models that incorporate system
dynamics, network evolution, and phenotypic datasets have
the advantage of being able to examine directly genotype-
phenotype mapping in diverse organisms [14, 66, 67], which is
something qualitative experimentation cannot do. These
models have revealed that due to nonlinear interactions,
knowledge of network structure is often not sufficient for
understanding the function and dynamics of any particular
network (e.g. [68]). Such findings are emphasized by in silico
evolution studies, which find network dynamics rather than
structure to be the determining and conserved features of
the cellular networks underlying complex developmental
phenotypes (e.g. [17, 68–71]).

The capacity of ESB to reformulate or produce entirely new
questions about evolutionary dynamics in light of systems
biology is clearly illustrated by the study of noise in biological
systems. Noisy dynamics arising at the cellular level can
manifest as phenotypic variance at the population level [72].
This phenomenon raises questions about how noise might
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affect evolutionary dynamics and which evolutionary con-
ditions favor the selection of the underlying mechanisms. The
latter question arises from the fact that noise levels themselves
are subject to tuning via evolutionary processes such as point
mutations in regulatory regions [73]. This interplay between
noise, evolutionary dynamics, and systems behavior sets the
stage perfectly for an integrative ESB approach. For example,
there are indications from genomic analyses that certain
functional gene classes exhibit significant increases in
expression noise [74]. This correlation can be explained by
system-dynamic and population-genetic models that explore
the types of genotype-phenotype maps that could lead to the
selection of increased expression noise [74, 75]. Further ESB
studies are exploring the phenotypic consequences of noise
and its impact on the evolutionary dynamics of metabolic
networks [76].

In regulatory networks, noise combined with nonlinear
gene-regulatory dynamics can lead to the bimodal distribution
of phenotypes (i.e. phenotype switching) in otherwise
isogenic populations [77, 78]. This is vividly illustrated in
the case of antibiotic resistance. In a genetically identical
population of bacteria, high doses of antibiotics kill most but
not all organisms. Upon re-culturing, the surviving bacteria
give rise to a population that is natively affected by antibiotics
[78]. These resistant cells are thus phenotypic rather than
genetic variants. Similar observations are made in the case
of sporulation and DNA-uptake pathways, where pathway
activity shows a significant variance across the population [77,
79]. While systems biology is still discovering the mechanistic
bases of phenotypic variance [80], ESB provides a conceptual
context in which to evaluate these findings [81–83]. In
particular, a recent in silico study suggests that phenotypic
switching in a gene-regulatory system can emerge as a
byproduct of the evolution of elevated nonlinearity, which is
itself selected for its impact on noise and evolvability [84].
Being able to examine phenotypic switching in laboratory-
based experimental evolution [85] allows hypotheses about
the evolution of noise to be tested (e.g. regarding the
mutational steps toward the molecular mechanisms of noise).

Broadening the scope of ESB

ESB is developing rapidly in several directions. While some of
these initiatives advance established research areas, others
set up new research agendas on the basis of methodological
innovations.

Expanding evolutionary and ecological
frameworks

The cross-fertilization of different approaches in ESB is
rebalancing the way in which evolution is understood to
shape cellular networks. Rather than maintaining a division
between adaptive and non-adaptive explanations, as often
occurs in evolutionary research, ESB analyses are showing
how both aspects are needed to explain evolved systems.
Neutral processes can be understood to be co-dynamical with
adaptive processes in network evolution [86]. For instance, in

the case of modularity, several studies indicate both adaptive
and neutral scenarios to be of importance for modularity’s
emergence. These investigations indicate the environmental
and evolutionary scenarios that can lead to the evolution of
modularity: fluctuating selection in environments composed
of modular tasks [21, 87], genetic drift [22], and stabilizing
selection combined with selection for novel functions [88–90].

Although it will always be difficult to discern which
plausible scenario has produced particular network features
in specific organisms, in silico evolution and system-level
mathematical models allow assessments of ecological and
evolutionary conditions (such as fluctuating environments
and population size) to be linked to network properties (and
vice-versa). Rigorous evaluation of evolutionary scenarios can
thereby incorporate comparative analyses of global network
structures [15, 16, 54, 91], and together they can comprise
system-based “reverse ecology” [92]. Reverse ecology in ESB
aims to infer the historical ecologies of organisms from
features of present-day cellular networks (rather than
focusing on genetic loci as population genomics “reverse
ecology” does). ESB aspires toward an increased ability to
predict the future evolution of organisms (particularly single-
celled organisms) in response to novel selective pressures and
environments. This outcome is already within grasp in the
case of metabolic networks [6].

Encompassing intercellular network evolution

Selective pressures imposed by the abiotic environment on
biological systems are only one component of ongoing
evolutionary dynamics, which are always entwined with
interspecies interactions (Fig. 1). While emerging systems-
biological approaches are now beginning to scrutinize these
interactions at the level of their underlying intracellular
networks, one strand of ESB aims to understand more fully
the effects of species interactions on network evolution. For
example, the increasingly detailed characterization of parasite
manipulation of host networks, at the level of single proteins
and whole networks [93], has produced hypotheses about how
such effects shape host network evolution [94]. Recent efforts
to extend the application of FBA to species interactions do
this by combining computational analysis with experiments
[29, 30, 95]. These applications permit an examination of
the environmental conditions and co-evolutionary dynamics
that enable species to co-exist in syntrophy.

Important open questions in this area of research include
how to understand the evolution and dynamics of diverse
microbial communities in the context of their intercellular
networks, and how the network-level impact of host-parasite
interactions can be captured more effectively. Taking an
ESB approach, combined with the increasing ability to probe
species interactions experimentally and genomically in
natural contexts such as soil microcosms [96], expands the
scope of how microbial communities are investigated. In
addition, ESB studies that analyse cellular networks in light of
social evolution can assess the impact of competitive or
cooperative interactions on these networks, and in turn
predict how they enable future competitive and cooperative
dynamics [31].
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Re-engineering networks in light of evolution

A major future contributor to ESB is likely to be synthetic
biology, which introduces an engineering approach to evolved
systems. By accelerating the tinkering to which evolution has
subjected biological systems, and incorporating mathemati-
cally redesigned features, synthetic biology can intervene
in evolutionary processes and outcomes at the systems level.
For example, synthetic circuits could be constructed to
test hypotheses about intermediary states in the evolution
of specific cellular networks, or to measure the effect of
mutations in different genetic backgrounds.

Combining synthetic biology with experimental evolution
could lead to an even greater capacity to test evolutionary
hypotheses. Exposing synthetic circuits to further evolution
under a variety of conditions (e.g. fluctuating versus stable
environments), or developing high-throughput techniques
to generate a diversity of circuits (e.g. [97]), allows the
examination of both the effects of specific network features
on future evolution and the role of environmental conditions
on the outcome of network evolution. While recent
experimental evolution has produced detailed character-
izations of the molecular steps toward specific evolutionary
trajectories and outcomes in natural systems (e.g. [98, 28]),
combining experiments with synthetic biology and some of
the theoretical approaches from ESB (e.g. dynamical network
models, flux balance analysis) should increase research
scope and depth.

Integrating ESB and biomedicine

The improved ability to specify how and why networks have
evolved will be particularly beneficial when the evolutionary
outcomes relate to human health, as demonstrated by the
investigation of the evolution of antibiotic resistance
(e.g. [28]). So far, evolutionary medicine [99] and systems
or network medicine [100] have interacted very little, and both
are just nascent fields or even mere ambitions in the minds of
some researchers. But it is very probable that many disease
and treatment systems, from cancer to antibiotic resistance,
are unlikely to be comprehended effectively or made tractable
for intervention without being modeled as dynamic evolving
systems [101, 102]. Using mathematical modeling and
synthetic-biological constructions to predict, for example,
how antibiotic resistance will evolve in relation to network
vulnerabilities to specific molecular interactions, would have
sustainable therapeutic effects [103]. Drug development,
foundering in many traditional approaches (especially when
restricted to the selection of target molecules), may thus
yield to a synthesis of evolutionary and systems biological
approaches because it steers drug development back to a
focus on interactions within an evolving physiological
context [104].

Synthesizing explanation and prediction

We mentioned above that a central aim of ESB is to produce
mechanistic and evolutionary understanding of genotype-

phenotype relations. Mechanistic explanations are causal
accounts of how certain outcomes occur in specific circum-
stances. In the ESB case, the focus is on how particular
genotypic features produce certain phenotypic properties.
Historically, molecular biology has offered qualitative mech-
anistic explanations. One aspect of systems biology has
worked to make these explanations quantitatively mechanis-
tic rather than primarily descriptive-predictive. Dynamic
mathematical modeling and time-series data are crucial to
such explanations. ESB goes one step further and attempts to
embed quantitative mechanistic explanation (which in Ernst
Mayr’s terminology [105] is proximate explanation), within
ultimate or evolutionary explanation.

Prediction has sometimes been suggested to be an
achievement beyond the capacity of evolutionary biology
(e.g. [105, 106, 107]). Although evolutionary biology is
accepted as explanatory, it has been placed at the ultimate
end of the spectrum of explanation rather than the proximate,
and the field has often been charged with untestability and
panadaptationism. Systems biology on the other hand has
focused largely on description and prediction (i.e. character-
izing systems and predicting fluctuations of that system
under specific perturbation regimes). The aim to achieve
both ultimate and proximate explanation, combined with
predictiveness, is a major motivation of ESB. This does not
mean its practitioners expect to find universal laws. But
they do expect to find regularities that hold across a wide
range of networks and organisms as a result of common
evolutionary processes, and there is good reason to think
that finding these will help explain and predict system
behavior. This is because evolutionary processes, despite
being both stochastic and contingent, can leave stable traces
of their impact on system architecture and function. These
traces can then be linked back to evolutionary and ecological
conditions. When this historical knowledge is combined
with detailed mechanistic explanation, evolutionary trajecto-
ries can be projected forward and sought in silico or in vitro.
Evolutionary predictions will never be easy to formulate and
confirm, but ESB offers a platform for developing the
predictive aspects of evolutionary biology and in the process,
refining how evolutionary prediction is understood (because
of the necessity of taking into account contingency and
uncertainty).

Some of the basis for predictive ESB is already established
in metabolic network research [6]. These predictions currently
focus on detecting the effects of mutations on metabolic
function, identifying environments from the structure and
function of metabolic networks, and establishing causal
connections between structural features of metabolic net-
works and ecological conditions. Extending this basic
predictive capacity will mean going beyond metabolic
networks to other cellular interactions, by building predictive
models based on explanations of the origins and diversity of
networks as they respond temporally to complex conditions.

Conclusions and outlook

We have presented ESB as an emerging but loose
synthesis of system approaches to biological phenomena
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interpreted within an overarching evolutionary framework.
However, there are numerous disciplinary and training
barriers to be overcome to enable researchers to contribute
to ESB. From the perspective of many quantitative and
modeling-oriented biologists, evolutionary research consists
of historical narratives that are not “hard” science. And
from the evolutionary biologists’ perspective, their own
field already has sufficiently rigorous methods at its
disposal. ESB is in one sense a demonstration of the
usefulness of thinking outside these disciplinary boxes –
not to make researchers switch disciplinary allegiance but
to enhance their own disciplinary achievements. For this
reason, we advocate a more integrative systems biology
curriculum – able to encompass evolutionary aspects of
systems – at whatever educational levels system biology is
taught.

Although we do not anticipate all evolutionary biologists
becoming ESB advocates or all systems biologists signing
up for evolutionary analyses, we do foresee that integrative
ESB efforts will have increasing payoffs for difficult
research questions. Describing, explaining, and predicting
genotype-phenotype relationships will obviously need a
great deal of experimental work to ground studies based on
dynamic models and evolutionary simulations. However,
if there is one thing molecular biology has learned in
the last decade it is that integrative combinations of
modeling and experimental approaches are crucial to
more predictive and explanatory understandings of systems.
All the caveats about modeling uncertainties, data short-
comings and experimental intractability that apply to
systems biology apply to ESB. But as this review illustrates,
many steps forward have been made and this is in part
because the field is characterized more by research-driven
inquiry than grand ambitions to create a new disciplinary
entity.

We must emphasize that we are neither claiming that
ESB is a panacea to disciplinary shortcomings, nor that it
has all the right questions and answers. Instead, we
are drawing attention to the broad phenomenon of ESB,
rather than a specific strand here or there, because of
the field’s general implications for the integration of
certain modes of explanation and prediction. Even for
scientists not interested in evolutionary or systems biology,
these generalities are issues of scientific relevance. It may
be the case that ESB becomes so broad in its problem
orientation and methodology that it cannot be demarcated
even as a field, let alone a discipline: it could simply become
a general approach to the study of evolving biological
systems. This, we believe, would be more valuable than if
ESB were to form a tightly bounded field with disciplinary
ambitions.
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Abstract

The three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) represents a convenient model to study microevolution—
adaptation to a freshwater environment. Although genetic adaptations to freshwater environments are well-studied,
epigenetic adaptations have attracted little attention. In this work, we investigated the role of DNA methylation in the
adaptation of the marine stickleback population to freshwater conditions. DNA methylation profiling was performed in
marine and freshwater populations of sticklebacks, as well as in marine sticklebacks placed into a freshwater environment
and freshwater sticklebacks placed into seawater. We showed that the DNA methylation profile after placing a marine
stickleback into fresh water partially converged to that of a freshwater stickleback. For six genes including ATP4A ion
pump and NELL1, believed to be involved in skeletal ossification, we demonstrated similar changes in DNA methylation
in both evolutionary and short-term adaptation. This suggested that an immediate epigenetic response to freshwater
conditions can be maintained in freshwater population. Interestingly, we observed enhanced epigenetic plasticity in
freshwater sticklebacks that may serve as a compensatory regulatory mechanism for the lack of genetic variation in the
freshwater population. For the first time, we demonstrated that genes encoding ion channels KCND3, CACNA1FB, and
ATP4A were differentially methylated between the marine and the freshwater populations. Other genes encoding ion
channels were previously reported to be under selection in freshwater populations. Nevertheless, the genes that harbor
genetic and epigenetic changes were not the same, suggesting that epigenetic adaptation is a complementary mechanism
to selection of genetic variants favorable for freshwater environment.

Key words: epigenetics, DNA methylation, stickleback, adaptation, evolution, water salinity, marine, freshwater, fish,
phenotypic variation, ion pumps

Introduction
The three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) is an
important model in the study of adaptive evolution. The
species can survive in environments with a large variety of
salinity, such as river estuaries and the brackish waters of the
Baltic Sea (McCairns and Bernatchez 2010; Guo et al. 2015;
Konijnendijk et al. 2015). Successful colonization of different
environmental conditions involves rapid adaptation to fac-
tors such as a sharp change in temperature, salinity, other
predators, and parasites (Barrett et al. 2011; Lescak et al. 2015).

Isolated freshwater populations of sticklebacks are believed
to originate by separation from the marine population. Many
independent acts of river and lake colonization by marine
sticklebacks have been reported (Jones et al. 2012), making
it possible to study a wide variety of evolutionary trajectories
of adaptation to freshwater. Parallel adaptation between

independently formed freshwater populations to a new hab-
itat occurs by increasing the frequency of certain freshwater
alleles that preexist at low frequency in the marine population
(Hohenlohe et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2012). Adaptation to het-
erogeneous environmental conditions, such as the Baltic Sea,
and to the freshwater lakes and creeks have similar genomic
mechanisms (Roesti et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2015). They operate
within genomic loci that contain mainly regulatory sequences
rather than protein-coding regions (Jones et al. 2012). The
plasticity of gene expression in response to changing environ-
mental conditions is likely to help the three-spined stickle-
back colonize a wide range of habitats (McCairns and
Bernatchez 2010; Morris et al. 2014).

High salt conditions represent a major challenge for living
organisms because they cause DNA double-strand breaks and
cell senescence (Dmitrieva and Burg 2007; Dmitrieva et al. 2011).
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It has been reported that marine invertebrates have nu-
merous DNA breaks due to high salt conditions (Dmitrieva
et al. 2006). It is therefore of fundamental interest to ex-
plore the mechanisms of how organisms adapt to different
osmotic conditions.

Several studies revealed genetic aspects of Gasterosteus
aculeatus freshwater adaptation. Terekhanova and colleagues
(Terekhanova et al. 2014) defined divergence islands as re-
gions with a significant shift of allele frequency between ma-
rine and freshwater populations, which are presumably under
selection in freshwater populations. Some divergence is-
lands harbored genes that are believed to be associated
with freshwater adaptation, such as ion transporters.
Notably, some of the divergence islands lacked genes,
suggesting their regulatory potential as enhancers.
Reduction of the pelvic apparatus characteristic to
many freshwater populations was shown to be caused
by the loss of a tissue-specific enhancer of the Pitx1
gene (Chan et al. 2010). Among the genomic loci, associ-
ated with freshwater adaptation reported in (Jones et al.
2012), noncoding regulatory changes appeared to be
predominant.

Even though genetic components are important to adap-
tation to osmotic conditions, various organisms can switch
between sea and freshwater habitats within one generation,
suggesting that epigenetic mechanisms, such as histone mod-
ifications, regulation by microRNA (Rastorguev et al. 2016),
and DNA methylation (Varriale 2014) might be involved in
adaptation. There are several examples when variations in
phenotypic traits are accompanied by minimum genetic di-
versity, but a significant level of epigenetic diversity.
Noteworthy examples include bats (Liu et al. 2012, 2015)
and plants (Gao et al. 2010; Yi et al. 2010). A study in
Arctic charr (Salvelinus alpinus) revealed that seawater expo-
sure induced changes in DNA methylation and peroxynitrite
formation in gills (Norman et al. 2014). In a study aimed to
understand the functionality of miRNA in stickleback adap-
tation to freshwater environments, ten miRNAs were found
in divergence islands and two miRNAs contained SNPs with
shifted allele frequencies between the freshwater and the
marine populations (Rastorguev et al. 2016). DNA methyla-
tion was shown to be associated with phenotypic variability
between complete and low lateral plate morphs in the fresh-
water stickleback population (Smith et al. 2015). Discovered
differentially methylated regions (DMRs, mostly intergenic)
were associated with genes having potentially adaptive func-
tions, including cardiovascular development, growth, and
neuromuscular development. However, the study was fo-
cused only on freshwater fish and epigenetic adaptation to
water salinity has not been studied yet.

High levels of genetic variation within a population may
impose a high probability of adaptation of the population to a
new environment. However, isolation of a small population
inevitably leads to decreased genetic diversity. Yet, to provide
a substrate for natural selection in a new environment, a
population should demonstrate a certain amount of diversity.
Such diversity may be achieved by epigenetic variations, since
genetically inherited propensity to phenotypic variability,

even with no change in the mean phenotype, substantially
increases fitness (Feinberg and Irizarry 2010). The idea of an
evolutionary benefit of increased epigenetic variability is for-
mulated as the epigenetic plasticity hypothesis.

In this work, we performed whole-genome DNA meth-
ylation profiling of marine and freshwater sticklebacks, as
well as sticklebacks moved for 4 days from a marine en-
vironment to a freshwater environment and vice versa.
We investigated the role of DNA methylation in the
short-term (4 days of exposure to a foreign environment)
and long-term (differences between marine and freshwa-
ter populations) adaptation to changed salinity. We
compared the differences in DNA methylation between
marine and freshwater populations with genetic adapta-
tions of a freshwater population studied in (Terekhanova
et al. 2014). To confirm that changes in DNA methylation
have a functional effect, we also investigated the expres-
sion of the genes associated with differentially methyl-
ated regions in the same sample groups.

Results

Changes in Water Salinity Have an Impact on DNA
Methylation in Sticklebacks
To explore the role of DNA methylation in adaptation to
freshwater conditions, we studied the following sample
groups: i) marine sticklebacks kept in marine water, their
natural habitat (M@M); ii) freshwater sticklebacks kept in
freshwater (F@F); iii) marine sticklebacks incubated in fresh
water for 4 days (M@F); iv) freshwater sticklebacks incubated
in marine water for 4 days (F@M), (fig. 1).

DNA methylation was profiled in gills because this organ
comes into direct contact with the surrounding water and is
likely to be highly affected by osmotic stress. Three compar-
isons were performed between the studied groups of individ-
uals to discover differential methylation between marine and
freshwater populations of sticklebacks in water with natural
salinity (M@M vs. F@F), methylation changes induced by
placing a marine stickleback into a freshwater environment
(M@M vs. M@F) and methylation changes induced by plac-
ing a freshwater stickleback into a marine environment (F@F
vs. F@M). We found 61, 245 and 26 DMRs for the three listed
comparisons (M@M vs. F@F, M@M vs. M@F, F@F vs. F@M,
respectively), (Supplementary fig. S1A, Supplementary
Material online). Two DMRs were validated with bisulfite
treatment followed by Sanger sequencing (Supplementary
fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). The number of
DMRs discovered in each comparison did not reflect the dif-
ference between groups: MM and MF groups were the most
similar but had the highest amount of DMRs if compared
against each other (Supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary
Material online). Instead, more DMRs were discovered be-
tween groups having low within-group variance.

Most of the DMRs we discovered were located within
annotated genes or within 1 kb from gene boundaries
(Supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online),
even though genes and gene flanks occupy no more than a
quarter of the genome. Nevertheless, the observed significant
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enrichment of DMRs within genes (p(Binomial) between
2*10�30 and 10�5) can be explained by increased CpG density
in the genic regions and in the regions profiled by RRBS rather
than by the functional role of DMRs. We associated the DMRs
with genes (see Materials and Methods). We called a gene
differentially methylated (DMG) if it was linked to at least one
DMR. We detected 40, 151 and 16 DMGs for M@M vs. F@F,
M@M vs. M@F, and F@F vs. F@M comparisons, respectively
(Supplementary fig. S1B, Supplementary Material online).

We also validated functional changes in expression of the
genes associated with DMRs by RNA-seq. Out of 11 DMGs
that were differentially expressed between marine and fresh-
water populations (M@M vs. F@F), eight genes had expres-
sion changes in line with the direction of change in DNA
methylation: seven genes were hypomethylated and upregu-
lated, one gene was hypermethylated and downregulated.
This result indicated that, in general, DNA methylation was
associated with repressed transcription.

Some of the observed DMRs were located in gene bodies
which can be explained by increased GC content in exons and
the bias of RRBS towards GC- and CpG-rich sequences. DMRs
within gene bodies can occur at intergenic enhancers or at
alternative promoters—in this case we would expect an in-
crease of gene expression following hypomethylation of a
DMR. Alternatively, DNA methylation can be changed be-
cause of altered transcription elongation in gene body—in
this case increased expression is expected to cause increase in

DNA methylation. Therefore, we observe negative correlation
between DNA methylation and expression only in some of
the detected DMGs.

Ion Channels, Membrane Proteins and Regulatory
Genes Are Differentially Methylated between Marine
and Freshwater Sticklebacks
To investigate long term evolutionary adaptation, we
compared M@M to F@F (MMFF). A list of DMGs for
MMFF consisted of 40 genes (Supplementary fig. S1B,
Supplementary Material online). Gene category enrichment
analysis revealed that the genes differentially methylated in
the freshwater stickleback (F@F) population, as compared
with the marine (M@M) population, were significantly en-
riched for ion channels and transmembrane proteins (fig. 2A).
In fact, all the categories discovered were associated with
membrane-bound proteins. The discovered ion channels in-
cluded CACNA1FB (ENSGACG00000000800)—calcium
channel, voltage-dependent, L type, alpha 1F subunit, Hþ/
Kþ exchanging ATPase ATP4A (ENSGACG00000008911)
and potassium voltage-gated channel KCND3 (ENSGACG
00000000195), as well as gap junction protein GJA3
(ENSGACG00000001367). In figure 3A, we summarized the
methylation changes in individual CpGs in the DMR associ-
ated with one of these ion channels, CACNA1FB. A coordi-
nated decrease in methylation was observed in each CpG
within the DMR in the freshwater population (FF) compared

FIG. 1. Experimental design. DNA methylation was profiled in four conditions: marine stickleback in marine and freshwater environment,
freshwater stickleback in freshwater and marine environment. Differentially methylated regions were found between marine and freshwater
sticklebacks in their respective natural habitats. These methylation changes were compared with the immediate changes caused by placing marine
sticklebacks into a freshwater environment. Additionally, a similar comparison was made to find DNA methylation changes after placing
freshwater sticklebacks into a sea environment.
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with the marine population (MM). Moreover, we showed
that expression of CACNA1FB was significantly higher in
the freshwater population than the marine population
(fig. 3B, P value of differential expression between MM and

PP groups 3.9*10�10, FDR 7.9*10�8). The direction of changes
in DNA methylation and gene expression were in line with a
common concept that DNA methylation in gene promoters
was negatively correlated with gene expression. Similar figures

A

B

FIG. 2. GO categories enrichment plot for genes associated with DMRs between (A) marine and freshwater populations; (B) marine population in
its native environment and marine sticklebacks placed into fresh water. X-axis shows enrichment P value according to Fisher exact test (loga-
rithmic scale). Only categories with more than one differentially methylated gene were considered.
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for other DMGs are provided in Supplementary Text S2,
Supplementary Material online.

It is widely accepted that in evolution, marine sticklebacks
colonized freshwater environments (and not the other way
around), (Jones et al. 2012; Terekhanova et al. 2014).
Therefore, we wanted to determine if long-term evolutionary
adaptation to freshwater involved the same mechanisms as

the short-term adaptation that could be observed in marine
stickleback put into fresh water (M@F). As expected, corre-
lation of methylation profiles of the studied MM, FF, and MF
samples suggested that MF samples were more similar to
their original marine population (MM) than to the freshwater
population (Supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material
online). Similar clustering was observed for RNA-seq data

A B

FIG. 3. DNA methylation status and gene expression of CACNA1FB (ENSGACG00000000800) gene in the profiled samples. Figure (A) shows
methylation values of individual CpGs within a DMR found near the gene. Only positions covered at least ten times in each sample were
considered. Figure (B) shows normalized expression counts for the gene derived from RNA-seq data. DESeq test of differential expression between
MM and PP groups yielded a significant P value of 3.9*10�10, even after multiple testing correction (FDR¼ 7.9*10�8).

A B

FIG. 4. (A) PCA plot showing all studied samples in four experimental groups. First principal component explained 42% of total variance, first two
principal components explained together 59% of total variance. (B) Variance in DNA methylation levels in 5 kb genomic bins between individuals
from stickleback populations. Significantly higher variance was observed in the freshwater population compared with the marine population,
which could compensate for the lack of genetic variance in the freshwater population.
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(Supplementary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online).
However, six genes were associated with significant methyla-
tion changes both between freshwater and marine popula-
tions (F@FjM@M) and in marine sticklebacks placed into
freshwater compared with marine populations
(M@FjM@M) (Supplementary fig. S1B, Supplementary
Material online). Among them, we discovered an ion
pump, alpha polypeptide of Hþ/Kþ exchanging ATPase
ATP4A (ENSGACG00000008911). Other genes were likely
to have regulatory function: sirtuin SIRT2, a deacetylase in-
volved in many cellular processes including histone deacety-
lation (ENSGACG00000005747), protein kinase C-binding
protein NELL1 (ENSGACG00000017098), ubiquitin specific
peptidase USP20 (ENSGACG00000015949), methylthioadeno-
sine phosphorylase MTAP (ENSGACG00000017558), and M-
phase phosphoprotein MPHOSPH9 (ENSGACG00000015639).
Interestingly, NELL1 is believed to control skeletal ossification
(James et al. 2015) and therefore may partially contribute to
the well-known difference in the phenotypes of armor plates
between marine and freshwater sticklebacks (Bell 2001).

DNA Methylation After a Short-Term Adaptation to
Freshwater Partially Mimics Evolutionary Adaptation
As we have shown, for some genes, including the ion pump
ATP4A, DNA methylation change induced by environmental
stress mimicked that between marine and freshwater popu-
lations, but it was still unclear how universal this effect could
be. First, we explored the overlap between the sets of DMGs
from each of the three comparisons: M@M vs. F@F, M@M vs.
M@F, and F@F vs. F@M (Supplementary fig. S1B,
Supplementary Material online). The overlaps of 6 DMGs
shared between the M@M vs. F@F and M@M vs. M@F com-
parisons and 3 DMGs shared between the M@M vs. F@F and
F@F vs. F@M comparisons seemed relatively small, yet signif-
icant considering total number of genes not associated with
DMRs (P values of 4*10�19 and 0.018, respectively; see
Materials and Methods for the statistical procedure).

To figure out how similar immediate adaptations were to
interpopulation differences on the genome scale, we per-
formed a PCA analysis of DNA methylation levels in 5 kb
genomic windows in all studied samples (fig. 4A). The samples
fall into four groups according to their origin. A possible in-
terpretation of the PCA plot could associate PC1 with adap-
tation to freshwater conditions (PC1 discriminates best
between marine and freshwater populations in their natural
habitats and F@M samples fall in between), whereas PC2
might reflect a general stress response after placing a fish
into a different environment. Enrichment of the genes differ-
entially methylated after placing fish into a different environ-
ment, for example, M@M vs. M@F, within gene categories
related to signal transduction, particularly, ubiquitination, G-
protein signaling, and kinases (fig. 2B), supported the idea that
PC2, which separated fish in their native and foreign environ-
ments, was related to stress response. Taken together, our
results suggested that some of the prospective epigenetic
adaptations to decreased water salinity emerged both in
the freshwater population and in marine sticklebacks “de
novo” placed into freshwater. In other words, some of the

immediate epigenetic adaptations to freshwater could be
maintained in populations over time.

The Interplay between Genetic and Epigenetic
Adaptation
To find out if DNA methylation can play a role in epigenetic
activation or suppression of genes or regulatory regions that
were under selection in the freshwater population (diver-
gence islands, DI, [Terekhanova et al. 2014]), we searched
for DMRs within DIs. We discovered that DI XXI-1 (chrXXI
5757849 7491073) overlapped with 3 DMRs from the M@F-
M@M comparison, and no other overlaps were found
(Supplementary fig. S6, Supplementary Material online).

As DNA methylation was known to be a major factor
influencing mutagenesis of cytosines (C to T transitions),
we next studied if DMRs were enriched by rare polymor-
phisms with alternative alleles present only in freshwater pop-
ulations and absent in the marine population. The DMRs
overlapped with neither rare freshwater-specific polymor-
phisms, nor any other SNPs having significantly different allele
frequencies between marine and freshwater populations. The
obtained results are not surprising, as the studied set of SNPs
was believed to contain mostly SNPs that were preexisting in
the marine population and selected in freshwater popula-
tions, rather than de novo mutations happened in freshwater
populations.

Variation in DNA Methylation Is Increased in the
Freshwater Population
We hypothesized that for the freshwater stickleback popula-
tion, which had passed a population bottleneck and thus had
limited genetic variability, it would be beneficial to compen-
sate for the lack of heterozygosity by increased epigenetic
variance. We calculated the variance of DNA methylation
in 5 kb consecutive bins throughout the whole genome in
the original marine (M@M) and freshwater (F@F) popula-
tions. Indeed, the freshwater population (F@F) demonstrated
significantly higher variance in DNA methylation than the
marine population (M@M, Wilcoxon test P val-
ue< 2.2*10�16), suggesting that DNA methylation may con-
tribute to freshwater adaptation by increasing the phenotypic
variance (fig. 4B, Supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary
Material online). This would yield a wider window of possi-
bilities for a population to adapt to environmental challenges.

Discussion
Adaptation of marine sticklebacks to freshwater conditions
was considered as a model system to study underlying genetic
events. Freshwater fish were collected from Mashinnoe lake,
which was physically separated from the sea by the motion of
tectonic plates around 700 years ago (Kolka and Korsakova
2005). From this time on, the salinity of the lake dropped to a
freshwater level. Current understanding of adaptation in-
cludes a model where preexisting alleles in the seawater pop-
ulation have selective advantages that allow certain fish to
survive in freshwater environments. There was a number of
studies that resolved genetic mechanisms and pointed to the
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alleles that change their frequency upon this adaptation
(Jones et al. 2012; Terekhanova et al. 2014). However, little
is known on how the stickleback epigenome responds to
altered salinity. We aimed to detect changes in DNA meth-
ylation in fish living at different salt concentrations.

Similarly to previously discovered selection-driven genetic
alterations between marine and freshwater populations, the
epigenetic changes which we found in this study were asso-
ciated with transmembrane proteins and particularly ion
pumps. Differentially methylated genes included a calcium
channel CACNA1FB, a potassium channel KCND3, an Hþ/
Kþ exchanging ATPase ATP4A and a gap junction protein
GJA3. Strikingly, genetic studies of marine and freshwater
sticklebacks discovered functionally similar genes, such as po-
tassium channel KCNH4 (Jones et al. 2012) and an ion-
exchanging ATPase ATP1A1 (Terekhanova et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, the sets of genes that were affected genetically
and epigenetically did not overlap. This fact supported the
idea that genetic and epigenetic adaptations represent inde-
pendent mechanisms, which are both necessary for environ-
mental adaptation. Moreover, it suggested that the observed
epigenetic differences did not arise solely in cis due to differ-
ent genetic backgrounds of fish populations. However, our
model does not exclude a possibility that DNA methylation is
affected by genetic background in trans.

Remarkably, the differences in DNA methylation between
the marine and the freshwater populations had a significant
similarity to the changes in DNA methylation that were in-
duced by short-term exposure of marine fish to freshwater
environment. A significant overlap of the DMGs found in
both of those two comparisons included an ion pump
(ATP4A) and several regulatory genes. Differential methyla-
tion in one of these genes, NELL1, could potentially affect
skeletal ossification and explain the difference in the pheno-
types of armor plates between marine and freshwater stick-
lebacks (Bell 2001; James et al. 2015). Alteration of DNA
methylation in the genes that were differentially methylated
in both comparisons might represent an initial response to
freshwater conditions, which cannot be substituted by other
evolutionary changes and thus the difference remains be-
tween the populations. However, the current data are not
sufficient to distinguish if the methylation pattern character-
istic to marine or freshwater populations is inherited through
meiosis or results from permanent exposure to freshwater or
marine environment.

The genes that were differentially methylated after placing
a marine stickleback into freshwater were enriched with stress
response and signal transduction genes, which resembled the
response of other organisms to osmotic stress. In particular,
we observed differential methylation of the genes involved in
ubiquitination and autophagy, such as ubiquitin-specific pep-
tidase USP16, ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal esterase L3 UCHL3,
ubiquitin conjugating enzyme E2 E1 UBE2E1, as well as
mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 4 (MAP3K4)
which is believed to be activated in response to stress, includ-
ing osmotic stress. Previously, osmotic stress was shown to
cause accumulation of polyubiquitinated proteins through
activation of p38 MAPK kinases which in turn inhibited

proteasome activity (Whitmarsh and Davis 2007; Lee et al.
2010). Hypermethylation of MAP3K4 kinase and hypomethy-
lation of uchl3 observed in marine sticklebacks placed into
freshwater could in principle reduce protein ubiquitination
level and serve as an adaptation to osmotic stress.

DNA methylation can potentially contribute to gene inac-
tivation in two ways: on one hand, de novo methylated re-
gions mark genes with altered expression, on the other hand,
methylated cytosines are targets for increased (up to 5-fold)
cytosine-uracil-thymine mutability through deamination
(Cooper and Krawczak 1989). On a population level, DNA
methylation was also shown to greatly influence cytosine
mutation rate in humans (Xia et al. 2012). Thus, changes in
DNA methylation in germline cells presumably had a poten-
tial to become fixed in the genome upon sea to freshwater
adaptation, which could theoretically lead to increased abun-
dance of C> T transitions between sea (C) and freshwater
(T) sticklebacks among C’s that are de novo methylated in
freshwater fish. However, we found no overlap between poly-
morphisms that have differential allele frequencies in marine
and freshwater sticklebacks and DMRs in any of the three
comparisons. This observation does not disprove the hypoth-
esis that DNA methylation could facilitate genetic silencing of
genes by increasing the mutation rate of methylated CpGs in
their regulatory regions, as the studied polymorphisms re-
flected selection rather than mutagenesis. Due to low sample
sizes, current studies are unable to fetch polymorphisms with
low minor allele frequencies. Therefore, most mutational ef-
fects are likely to be lost.

In Feinberg and Irizarry (2010), a new concept of variably
methylated regions (VMRs) was defined as regions in which
DNA methylation varies stochastically across the population,
even within the same tissue and even in isogenic mice. In a
conventional model, marine sticklebacks represent a genetic
reservoir that gives rise to a freshwater population with min-
imal genetic diversity, but with a capability to live both at high
and low salt concentrations. We formulated a hypothesis that
a population challenged by minimal genetic diversity might
adapt to a new environment and maintain a certain level of
phenotypic variation by having a high level of epigenetic var-
iability. Hence, we expected to see higher variance of DNA
methylation in the freshwater population compared with the
marine population. Indeed, figure 4B confirms this statement.
In an attempt to find a mechanism driving higher epigenetic
variance in the freshwater population, we checked whether
genomic loci that were reported by Terekhanova et al. (2014)
and served as landmarks of the genetic component of adap-
tation included genes that were responsible for chromatin
architecture or DNA methylation. However, we found no
chromatin regulators among the genes within the regions
under selection. Genetics that could underlie higher epige-
netic plasticity in freshwater sticklebacks still remains unclear.

Materials and Methods

Sample Collection
Ten freshwater three-spined sticklebacks were collected
in the Mashinnoye Lake, Republic of Karelia, Russia, in
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June–July 2014. The same number of marine three-spined
sticklebacks were collected in the Kandalaksha Gulf Coast
(15 km from the railway station Poyakonda, Republic of
Karelia, Russia; water salinity of 26 promille) during the
same time frame. To ensure equal physiological states of
the fish, only males in breeding dress were collected.

To explore the immediate epigenetic response of a stick-
leback to changes in osmotic conditions of the environment,
five marine fish were kept for 4 days in fresh water (M@F) and,
vice versa, five freshwater fish were kept for 4 days in marine
water (F@M, water salinity of 26 promille). We chose the ex-
posure time to let the epigenome adapt to marine or fresh-
water conditions. It has been shown that for a cell line it takes
up to 24 h to establish epigenome changes after exposure to
high salt conditions (Dmitrieva et al. 2011). We hypothesized
that it could take longer for the organism tissue to adapt,
therefore we chose 4 days as a period of exposure to a different
salinity conditions. It should be noted that control samples
(M@M, F@F) were kept in the water with native salinity for
the same time period to equal captivity stress influence.

Library Preparation, RRBS Sequencing and Data
Processing
Control fish were kept in their native habitats (marine sam-
ples in marine water (M@M), freshwater samples in fresh
water (F@F)) to equal captivity stress influence. After 4
days of exposure, DNA was isolated from gills (an organ
that is directly exposed to water is likely to be highly affected
by osmotic stress) using a standard method of DNA extrac-
tion from animal tissue (phenol-chloroform). The concentra-
tion of DNA in the samples was measured using a Nanodrop
spectrophotometer (Supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online).

Three individual fish from each of the four experimental
conditions were taken for bisulfite sequencing
(Supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online).
DNA methylation was profiled by reduced representation
bisulfite sequencing (RRBS). Two micrograms of genomic
DNA from three-spined stickleback samples of G. aculeatus
of (Supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online)
and 4 ng of lambda phage DNA were digested using 60 U
MspI (Fermentas, USA) in 50ml at 37�� for 18–24 h, followed
by QIAquick purification (Qiagen, Germany). The end of the
digested DNA was repaired, and an adenine was added to the
30 end of the DNA fragments according to the Illumina stan-
dard end repair and add_A protocol (Illumina, USA).
Preannealed forked Illumina adaptors containing 50-
methylcytosine instead of cytosine were ligated to both
ends of DNA fragments using standard Illumina adaptor liga-
tion protocol (Illumina, USA). Ligated fragments were then
separated by 2% agarose gel (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Fragments
between 170 and 350 bp, (includes adaptor length), were se-
lected and cut from the gel. DNA from gel slices were purified
using the Qiagen Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Germany). The
sodium bisulfite treatment and subsequent clean-up of size
selected DNA was performed with the EZ DNA
MethylationTM Kit (ZymoResearch, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The bisulfite-treated DNA

fragments were amplified using PCR and the following reac-
tion: 5ml of eluted DNA, 1ml of NEB PE PCR two primers (1.0
and 2.0), and 45ml Platinum PCR Supermix (Invitrogen, USA).
The amplification conditions were as follows: 5 min at 95 �C,
30 s at 98 �C then 15 (10 s at 98 �C, 30 s at 65 �C, 30 s at
72 �C), followed by 5 min at 72 �C. The PCR reaction was
purified by MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen), and final
reduced representation bisulfite library was eluted in 15ml EB
buffer. The concentration of the final library was measured
using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies,
USA). The library was sequenced on Illumina 2500 platform
according to standard Illumina cluster generation and se-
quencing protocols. 100-bp single-end reads were generated.

Reads were mapped to gasAcu1 reference genome (aug-
mented with the genomic sequence of lambda phage) with
Bismark software (Krueger and Andrews 2011). As the spiked-
in phage DNA was unmethylated, the methylation level of
cytosines in lambda phage DNA profiled in the experiment
served as a measure of how incomplete the bisulfite conver-
sion was. The observed methylation levels of 0.30–0.65% for
all sample except FM3 suggested that bisulfite conversion was
99.35–99.70% complete (Supplementary table S3,
Supplementary Material online, “RRBS” sheet). However, for
FM3 sample bisulfite conversion appeared to be incomplete
(41%). This sample from the FM experimental group was
excluded from the analysis after quality control. Individual
samples from each experimental groups were treated as bio-
logical replicates. With bsseq R package (Hansen et al. 2012),
we found individual differentially methylated CpG’s and dif-
ferentially methylated regions (DMRs). Default parameters for
bsseq were used: minimal coverage per CpG 10, t-statistics
cutoff 4.6, minimal mean methylation difference between
groups 0.1, minimal number of CpGs per DMR 3. Individual
DMRs were visualized to inspect methylation frequencies and
read coverage per individual CpGs in individual samples.
RRBS produced data for each CpG dinucleotide, thus giving
information with single nucleotide resolution. To enhance
the statistical power of the analysis, instead of looking for
individual CpG dinucleotides which altered methylation level,
we searched for differentially methylated regions (DMRs) that
contain at least three CpG and demonstrate at least 10%
difference in methylation. ENSEMBL gene annotation (version
81) was used to find genes localized no further than 1 kb from
differentially methylated sites.

To estimate the false discovery rate (FDR) of the DMR
discovery procedure, we applied a permutation approach.
In every iteration, we randomly selected two groups of three
samples each and ran the DMR discovery procedure, which
would find differentially methylated regions between those
two groups. We excluded the cases in which any of the two
permuted groups was equal to one of the experimental
groups (e.g., all samples in a permuted group came from
the MM group). The procedure was repeated 100 times.
This procedure yielded a median of 20 DMRs per iteration
between permuted groups of samples, which can be used as
an expected number of false discoveries. Considering that
samples from all experimental groups were used for permu-
tations, we compared the expected number of false
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discoveries to the average number of real DMRs discovered in
the MMFF and MMMF comparisons. We only considered the
comparisons in which a group of three samples was com-
pared with a group of three samples (i.e., MMFF and MMMF)
as a lower number of samples in an experimental group (e.g.,
two samples in the FM group) can affect the number of the
discovered DMRs. Based on these considerations, the FDR can
be estimated on the level of 0.07 (20 expected false discoveries
vs. 153 real hits).

For DMR validation, genomic DNA from gills was purified
using a standard procedure of DNA extraction from animal
tissue (phenol-chloroform). Bisulfite conversion was per-
formed by EZ DNA methylation Kit (Zymo Research) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. After bisulfite
conversion, selected regions were amplified by the following
pairs of primers:

TTGGATCCGTTTGGTATGTAATTATATTTGGT and

TTGAATTCACTACTACGAAATAAATAACACCC;

TTGGATCCTGATTGAATATGTAGTATGTAGTT and

TTGAATTCAACTCAACTACAACTCAATA.

PCR products were cloned to the T-vector. For each region
ten clones were sequenced by Sanger and analyzed. The two
profiled regions appeared to be differentially methylated in
Sanger sequencing (Fisher’s exact test P values were<2.2*10�16

and 2.3*10�9; Supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material
online). We also used DNA methylation values profiled by
Sanger sequencing to validate precision of RRBS profiling for
individual CpGs. Overall correlation of methylation rate pro-
filed by RRBS and Sanger for individual CpGs in corresponding
sample groups was 0.900 (P value¼ 2*10�9).

To describe how the DMRs were localized with respect to
genes and gene flanks, we calculated the number of DMRs
within genes, the number of DMRs located no further than
1 kb from a gene and the number of DMRs in intergenic
regions. We also estimated the total genomic length of genic
regions, gene flanks, and intergenic region. A background
probability of a DMR to appear within a gene or a gene flank
under a null hypothesis of no enrichment was estimated as a
fraction of the total length of genic regions and gene flanks in
the genome. We performed a binomial test to estimate if the
DMRs were enriched within genes and gene flanks.

We annotated the DMRs with respect to known stickle-
back genes. In particular, we searched for all differentially
methylated regions (DMR) within 1kb upstream and 1kb
downstream of all annotated genes. We considered a gene
to be differentially methylated (DMG) if it had a DMR no
further than 1 kb from it (Supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online). Additionally, we provide av-
erage DNA methylation within the 2 kb regions surrounding a
TSS for each transcript (Supplementary table S4,
Supplementary Material online).

DMGs were further used for gene category enrichment
analysis. Annotation of genes related to GO categories was
taken from ENSEMBL database. Gene set enrichment analysis
was done as follows: for each category having at least one

gene in a gene set, we performed Exact Fisher’s test to check if
the category is enriched in a given gene set.

To estimate the significance of overlap between two sets of
DMRs (e.g., M@M vs. F@F and M@M vs. M@F) under a strict
assumption that most of DMRs were associated with gene
promoters, the following test was performed. For each gene,
we asked if a DMR from each of the two sets was associated
with the gene. Next, we performed Fisher exact test to check
if presence of a DMR in one set was associated with presence
of a DMR in the other set.

RNA Preparation and RNA Sequencing
For RNA-seq, we used the same sample collection and treat-
ment procedure as described for bisulfite sequencing. Four
fish from each of the four experimental groups were taken for
transcriptome analysis. Gills were isolated and fixed with
IntactRNAVR reagent (Evrogen).

Total RNA was extracted from the samples with Trisol
reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Invitrogen). Quality was checked with the BioAnalyser and
RNA 6000 Nano Kit (Agilent). PolyA RNA was purified with
DynabeadsVR mRNA Purification Kit (Ambion). An Illumina
library was made from polyA RNA with NEBNextVR mRNA
Library Prep Reagent Set (NEB) according to the manual.
Paired-end sequencing was performed on HiSeq1500 with 2
� 75 bp read length. Approximately 25 million reads were
generated for each sample.

Reads were mapped to gasAcu1 genome with tophat2
software (version 2.1.0) (Kim et al. 2013). Number of RNA-
seq reads, number of unmapped reads and mapping effi-
ciency is summarized in Supplementary table S3,
Supplementary Material online (“RNA-seq” sheet). Gene
models of nonoverlapping exonic fragments were taken
from ENSEMBL 54 database. For each exonic fragment, total
coverage by mapped reads in each sample was calculated
with bedtools multicov tool (version 2.17.0). Total gene cov-
erage was calculated as a sum of coverages of all nonoverlap-
ping exonic fragments of a gene. Differential expression
analysis was performed by applying default read count nor-
malization and performing per-gene negative binomial tests,
implemented in edgeR R package, with default parameters
(Robinson et al. 2010). For each gene, the package provided
both P values and FDRs (P values after Benjamini-Hochberg
multiple testing corrections). Raw read counts and normal-
ized read counts for each gene in each sample, as well as
differential expression P values and fold-changes for MMFF,
MMMF, and FFFM comparisons are provided in
Supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online.

Exploratory Statistical Analyses
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed with a
standard prcomp function in R. The genome was split into
5 kb windows, a total amount of methylation-supporting
reads and total coverage was calculated for each window,
thus yielding a robust estimate of DNA methylation level.
Methylation values for each bins were taken as input vari-
ables, whereas each point in a multidimensional space repre-
sented a stickleback individual.
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To estimate variation of DNA methylation, we calculated
DNA methylation levels in 5 kb windows the same way as for
PCA analysis. Standard deviation of DNA methylation levels
was calculated for each genomic window within each stick-
leback population. Distributions of obtained standard devia-
tions were compared between populations, and each
population contained the same amount of individuals
profiled.

To confirm that the observed difference in variance was
not caused by different number of reads in samples, we per-
formed read sampling. From each sample, we randomly se-
lected the number of reads equal to the minimal number of
reads among all samples and repeated read mapping, meth-
ylation calling and variance analysis as described above.

Data Availability
RRBS data was deposited to NCBI GEO under GSE82310
study accession code.
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